To:

Mayor & Board of Trustees

From: Tom Boni, Acting Town Manager
Date: June 13, 2017
Re:

SGM Proposal

DEPARTMENT: Engineering
REQUEST: The purpose of this request is for approval of the attached SGM proposal to provide
services to implement a Construction Manager At-Risk (CMAR) bidding and contracting process
for the Lower Basin Water Treatment Plant (LBWTP). Staff has had several meeings to research
and discuss this project delivery method and believes this is the proper approach to pursue.
RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve Recommendation
DISCUSSION: Warren Swanson, President of SGM discussed the CMAR process with the
Trustees during the May 23, 2017 meeting. This method will provide the Town the opportunity
to select a contracting firm based on qualifications, project approach, value engineering and
cost as opposed to almost entirely on cost when using the design-bid-build (DBB) method. In
addition, a guaranteed maximum price (GMP) for the plant will be obtained 2-3 months earlier
(September) than the traditional DBB (November/December).
The Town will benefit by knowing the maximum cost of the plant sooner, which can then be
used to finalize rates and fees, and before months of resources are spent in public outreach
assuming only ranges of possible costs for the plant. Cost savings may also be realized through
pursuit of CMAR-proposed value engineering items.
Potential disadvantages of the CMAR approach include fees paid to SGM to facilitate the CMAR
process, compensation of the CMAR firm for pre-construction services evaluating cost-saving
measures, Town staff and attorney time to become more familiar with the CMAR contract and
processes (an investment staff believes would provide value beyond just that realized for this
project), and possible added contingencies to the GMP due to providing a GMP well ahead of
the 2018 construction start date (though the CMAR contract can include provisions for the
Town to capture savings associated with unused contingency funds).
BUDGET / FISCAL IMPACT:
The estimated fee for SGM to implement the CMAR bidding and contracting process is $33,000.
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COMMUNITY INPUT: No community input was solicited. Staff believes this recommendation is
in the best interests of the Town.
ATTACHMENTS:
SGM Proposal
Resume for Mark E. Alpert
PREPARED BY:
Frederick E. Tobias, P.E., Town Engineer
APPROVED BY: Tom Boni, Acting Town Manager
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June 7, 2017
Dusty Walls
Public Works Director
Town of Eagle
1050 Chambers Avenue
P.O. Box 609
Eagle, Colorado 81631

RE: Town of Eagle Lower Basin Water Treatment Plant – SGM Proposal for Services Related to a
Construction Manager At-Risk Project Delivery Approach
Dear Mr. Walls,
SGM is committed to helping the Town make the LBWTP as successful a project and as smooth an
experience as possible. As you know, we have expressed concerns about the potential for the following
set of evolving circumstances to impact project delivery:
•

Treatment plant construction market. We are aware of water and wastewater treatment
plant projects of similar size and complexity to the LBWTP, which have bid within the last 6
months in Breckenridge, Durango, and Snowmass where Engineer cost opinions, some of which
were developed with significant contractor input, fell short of the lowest contractor bid price by
large margins. In the current market, actual project construction cost is very difficult to know with
any certainty prior to a bid opening.

•

Plant financing mechanisms. If the Town would like to pursue financing through the new
federal WIFIA program, it will need to invest significant money (tens of thousands of dollars) in
developing the application, and potentially even more resources (possibly hundreds of
thousands of dollars) in application processing fees. It is in the Town’s best interest to better
understand actual project construction costs before submitting a WIFIA application so that it can
make well-informed decisions about the project’s direction first. Continuing along the current
traditional design-bid-build project delivery path may not allow that actual cost to be known well
enough in advance to make WIFIA a wise choice for the Town.

•

Board and community expectations. The Town may be about to invest significant time, energy
and political capital in a public outreach process regarding the LBWTP and its tie to the Town’s
future. SGM recognizes that the visioning and strategic planning process Town leaders have
embarked upon and the discussion of how the LBWTP fits into that vision and strategy have high
value in their own right. However, if the Town wishes to be able to communicate a firm cost
impact number, or at least a tight range, to its water customers in this process, or if support for
the project by Town Trustee members is tied to a firm cost impact expectation, then we highly
recommend having an actual hard bid or guaranteed maximum price (GMP) from a contractor
who would perform the work.
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The situation we want to avoid is a surprise on bid opening day which could make Town staff, Trustees
and the community wonder how they got to that point and regret the investment of time, energy and
money that it took to get there. With this in mind, we are bringing to you and the Town a proposed
alternative approach to deliver the Lower Basin Water Treatment Plant (LBWTP) project. We offer that
utilizing the collaborative Construction Manager At-Risk (CMAR) delivery method on the LBWTP project
is worth your consideration because of its significant advantages in the overall project context. Before we
present those merits, we want to first provide some background on CMAR and integrated project delivery
(IPD) models more generally.
Integrated Project Delivery and CMAR
The use of IPD methods has been steadily increasing for water and wastewater projects in recent years.
Though their application is relatively new in Western Colorado, we have seen industry group estimates
claiming that nationwide more than $5B per year of water/wastewater infrastructure is being constructed
using IPD methods currently. There are a number of IPD methods regularly applied in the
water/wastewater industry, including CMAR, progressive design-build (PDB), and fixed-price
design-build (FPDB). Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages and niche applications.
However, the currently advanced stage of design completion on this project suggests the CMAR method
as the most appropriate IPD method to consider here.
CMAR is a “collaborative” or “integrated” project delivery method in which the owner (the Town in this
case) retains a CMAR firm under a separate contract as the engineering firm (SGM). Design remains the
responsibility of the engineer and construction is the primary responsibility of the CMAR firm. The
contractor in a CMAR project, however, typically provides significant constructability review, value
engineering, risk management, scheduling and cost estimating input during the design phase to assist
the Engineer and Owner in implementing an optimal solution. In a typical CMAR project, the CMAR firm is
brought on-board at the 30% design stage, or earlier. The CMAR firm serves as a construction manager
(CM) and as a general contractor (GC) during construction.
In a traditional design-bid-build approach, a contractor is more often than not selected almost entirely on
cost. CMAR provides the Owner with the opportunity to select a contracting firm based on qualifications,
project approach, value engineering ideas, and cost considerations. In a typical CMAR project in which
the contractor is hired when the design is at a 30% level, or less, there is insufficient information for
bidding contractors to provide GMPs or firm construction cost bids. Cost considerations in a CMAR
procurement process typically include labor rates, overhead and profit markups, and fee proposals for
pre-construction services the CMAR is asked to provide. In the case of the LBWTP project, where a
CMAR firm would be hired at the 90% design stage, the opportunity for value engineering input is more
limited; however, the Town would be able to require the submission of a guaranteed maximum price
(GMP) bid, value engineering ideas with estimated cost savings, and qualifications.
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It is important to note that initially the Town would be contracting with the CMAR firm to provide only
preconstruction services. Once the design is progressed to the 100% level, the Town will be able to
execute a construction contract with the CMAR firm (after financing is in place), or bid the project out
competitively.
CMAR procurement documents give proposing CMAR firms a clear understanding of the Town’s
expectations and priorities as well as background as to why the Town is selecting CMAR project delivery.
The RPQ/RFP documents will solicit input from the proposing firms regarding cost-saving options, thus
initiating collaboration.
CMAR Benefits for LBWTP Project Delivery
In the context of the LBWTP project a CMAR delivery method has the following merits presented in what
we believe is descending order of priority for this project:
•

The Town will have a GMP for construction in its hands two to three months sooner with a CMAR
approach than it would receive a fixed price bid with the current design-bid-build (DBB) path. This
could mean a GMP by August instead of a fixed price bid in October/November. This means the
Town will understand the maximum price it would pay for the plant’s construction before a WIFIA
application would have to be submitted and before additional months of resources are invested in
reaching out to the public to develop an understanding of, and support for, the project and the
vision for the Town that it supports.

•

If the lowest GMP of a well-qualified CMAR firm is significantly above the Town’s cost threshold, a
value engineering process can be implemented at 90% design instead of 100% design, which
means two to three months earlier. This would help keep the project on-schedule for a 2018
construction start even if the Town decides to pursue CMAR-suggested design changes to
achieve overall project cost savings. It will also limit the expenditure of effort and money to bring
elements of the design from 90% to 100% completion that ultimately get targeted for elimination
or significant changes via the value engineering process.

•

Along with construction cost GMPs, the CMAR procurement process will solicit value engineering
proposals (with estimated cost savings), project approach and qualifications data. The
procurement documents also will solicit from the CMAR bidders a proposed cost-sharing split to
be applied to the margin between the GMP submitted by the CMAR firm (as adjusted due to any
cost savings associated with implementation of any value-engineering ideas pursued by the
Town) and the final cost of construction. If the CMAR firm is able to deliver the project at a cost
less than the final GMP, savings would be shared according to the proposed split. Note that the
CMAR firm is responsible for any costs of construction exceeding the GMP. The Town will be in a
position to make a well-informed “best value” selection and hire not just a contractor, but a true
project collaborator for whom there are clear contract incentives to produce a best value result.

•

Because the CMAR firm and SGM will have the opportunity to discuss the design in detail before
it is completed, there will be a greater opportunity to find and discuss any discrepancies in the
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design documents. This is likely to limit the number of change order requests during construction,
which is a typical characteristic of projects delivered with IPD methods. CMAR delivery typically
enhances collaboration and communication between the owner, engineer and contractor.
•

By having a GMP earlier in the process, the Town will be generally in a better position to smoothly
manage project financing application and acquisition processes.

•

Bringing a CMAR firm on-board prior to construction will provide the Town with the opportunity to
work with CMAR early to understand project schedule issues, potentially allocate risks more
efficiently to achieve cost reductions, and coordinate on implementation of related projects, such
as the finished water line connection between the plant and the water distribution system.

CMAR Project Delivery Method Costs and Potential Disadvantages
Though IPD methods are reported to generally reduce overall project costs because of their collaborative
nature and the added value of integrating contractor input into the design process, there are risks and
costs of a CMAR process for this project to consider, including:
•

There will be a cost for the CMAR firm’s pre-construction services. In this case, because the
project is already at a 90% design level, we will be able to ask bidding CMAR firms to provide a
lot of the input with their bid that they might otherwise be providing for a fee if they were involved
earlier in the design. However, the Town will need to compensate the CMAR firm for its time
spent on the pre-construction services scope, which we currently envision to include:
o Working with SGM and the Town to further evaluate the merits and implications of any of
the cost-saving measures it included in its proposal that the Town and SGM are
interested in exploring further. Because we cannot predict prior to the CMAR
procurement process the extent to which there will be high-value cost-saving measures
proposed, we may choose to compensate the CMAR firm on a T&M basis for this activity.
Of course, it is highly likely that the Town and SGM will only choose to further evaluate
ideas that have a chance to generate significant construction cost savings for the Town.
o Consulting with the Town and SGM on any schedule, permitting, risk, constructability or
other issues and ideas identified during the bidding process.
One potential way to handle CMAR pre-construction fees for this project, since we are at 90%
design and the CMAR’s pre-construction services scope is therefore quite limited, is to require
that the CMAR roll pre-construction costs into the construction cost GMP; however, if the Town
and the CMAR are unable to reach an agreement on a final GMP, the Town would reimburse the
CMAR for those pre-construction costs incurred.

•

There will be incremental costs (i.e. above those associated with proceeding with the traditional
design-bid-build approach) for the additional professional services rendered by SGM to facilitate
the CMAR procurement process. We have identified the SGM scope and budget associated with
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these below.
•

Town staff and the Town attorney may not be familiar with CMAR contracts or the CMAR
contracting process, and thus, there may be incremental time and costs associated with getting
up to speed on those to the extent necessary.

•

SGM and the Town need to acquire an updated scope and firm cost commitment for supply of the
plant’s membrane filtration system from GE Water & Process Technologies, which is in the
process of being acquired by Suez. Since this system will likely carry a price tag in the range of
$1.5M to $2M, it may be important to acquire an agreed-upon price for this equipment so that
CMAR bidders can include that figure in their submitted GMPs. The implication is that we’ll have
to get this underway sooner than we otherwise would in the case of a design-bid-build process. It
does not mean the Town will need to make a commitment to purchase the equipment before a
construction contract is signed.

•

By providing GMP bids further ahead of a 2018 construction start date, the bidding CMAR firms
will have a little more exposure to volatility in costs than they might if they were providing bids
later in the fall under a design-bid-build approach. So, they might build into their GMPs some
additional contingencies. It is difficult to estimate the impact of this. Of course, if cost increases
for labor, materials, and/or equipment do not materialize, the CMAR contracting approach
provides a mechanism for the Town to share in any savings.

SGM’s Team and Integrated Project Delivery
Though SGM has engaged in CMAR projects in the past, including the recent and very successful
300,000-gallon Mountain Star water storage tank project for Eagle River Water and Sanitation District
(Jason Cowles, 970-477-5111, was the District’s PM on that project), IPD is still quite new to our Western
Colorado clients and SGM. Therefore, we propose to enlist the IPD consulting services of Mark Alpert,
PE with Integrated Delivery Solutions. Mark will provide review and input to SGM and educate Town staff
and board, as needed, on planning, procuring, and managing the CMAR project delivery method. Mark is
a recognized national expert in the IPD arena, which he has worked in for over 20 years. Mark currently
runs his own IPD consultancy out of Denver, Integrated Delivery Solutions, and serves as the Executive
Director of the Water Design-Build Council (WDBC). Mark directly influenced the successful
development and delivery of more than 75 design-build projects for CH2M HILL. Mark’s extensive
experience and expertise with IPD delivery will be an asset to the Town on this project.
SGM’s Theresa Weidmann, PE, who managed the Mountain Star water storage tank CMAR project
noted above and is SGM’s IPD-related services leader, will lead SGM’s CMAR procurement-phase
efforts for this proposed project. Ryan Loebach, PE, who has been SGM’s lead designer on the LBWTP
project, will support Theresa during the CMAR procurement phase and will lead SGM’s
pre-construction-phase interactions with the CMAR firm.
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PROPOSED SCOPE OF WORK
The scope of work presented below presents the additional services required from SGM to implement a
CMAR bidding and contracting process versus a traditional construction contractor bidding and
contracting process. The scope includes coordinating with the Town and the CMAR firm prior to actual
construction on project constructability, scheduling, permitting, and risk management issues. It also
includes a preliminary evaluation of CMAR-proposed value engineering concepts. This scope does not
include any services during construction, nor does it include engineering time that may be required to
perform detailed evaluations of contractor-proposed value engineering concepts or to implement
individual design changes as a result of decisions to pursue one or more of those. We exclude this from
the scope and budget because we cannot forecast what those will be.
Task 1 – Procurement-Phase Services
The success of this project will begin with a well-planned procurement process. As a first step, SGM will
work with the Town to establish goals and objectives for the construction project and CMAR procurement
process. This will form the foundation for establishing the CMAR RFP. We anticipate selecting the CMAR
firm based on a best value combination of qualifications and cost. We envision selection criteria to
potentially include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The guaranteed maximum price (GMP) for construction
Proposed value-engineering concepts and estimated cost savings for each
Proposed percentage split between the Town and the CMAR firm of construction cost savings if
the final construction cost is less than the GMP
Hourly rates of key CMAR staff members and overhead and profit markups.
Fee proposal for pre-construction services
Experience of CMAR firm and proposed LBWTP project staff with similar water/wastewater
treatment plant projects
Experience of CMAR firm and proposed staff with IPD/CMAR approaches
Assessment of potential constructability, schedule, permitting or other project implementation and
cost risk factors and ideas for managing these
Proposed project schedule
Ideas for enhancing collaboration with Town’s staff and SGM
Proposed project approach, including identification of work to be self-performed versus
sub-contracted and process for procuring subcontract work
Description of CMAR’s proposed quality management plan
Proposed equipment manufacturers

The SGM team proposes to provide the following under Task 1:
•

Provide additional work required to prepare the 90% design documents as a bid-ready package
for CMAR proposers to use as basis for developing their GMP submittals.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work with Town staff to establish goals and objectives for the construction project and the
procurement process, as well as final CMAR selection criteria, as a basis for developing the
CMAR RFP documents.
Prepare draft CMAR RFP documents, including CMAR Agreement document
Coordinate Town staff and attorney review and input on draft documents
Prepare final CMAR RFP and Agreement documents
Administer the bidding process (already included in current scope of services for design-bid-build)
Review and evaluate proposals with Town staff
Coordinate and lead interviews, if needed, for up to three proposers. At least two of the interviews
shall be scheduled to be back-to-back.
Recommend a CMAR firm to the Town for selection (already included in current scope for DBB)
Assist Town in negotiating a final GMP and contract with selected CMAR firm.

Task 2 – Pre-Construction Services
Following execution of a contract with the selected CMAR firm to provide pre-construction services, SGM
will meet with the Town and CMAR firm to review and discuss additional ideas and concerns of the
CMAR firm as they may relate to construction schedule, risk management, permitting, etc. SGM will also
work with the Town and the CMAR to review the substance, merits, costs and other implications
associated with the CMAR firm’s value engineering proposals. This scope does not include detailed
evaluation of how CMAR-proposed value engineering ideas could be implemented or making changes to
the project design to implement them. SGM would be performing preliminary evaluations to develop a
short list of the VE ideas the Town should evaluate in more detail or should incorporate into the final
design. We would then provide estimates to the Town of the level of effort to pursue those and seek
authorization before proceeding.
Scope Exclusions
The fee proposed below is associated with the scope defined above under Tasks 1 and 2. The fee does
not cover any other services the Town may wish for SGM to provide, such as participation in more than
three interviews with CMAR proposers and any services required to support a re-bidding process,
produce independent cost estimates for vetting of Contractor-proposed value engineering items, or
re-design elements of the project to implement Contractor-proposed value engineering items the Town
determines it would like to pursue for construction cost savings.
PROJECT FEES
SGM proposes to complete the scope of work defined above for a not-to-exceed fee of $33,000. If
interviews are not required to select the recommended CMAR firm, our fee drops to $30,000. The table
below provides a Task-level cost summary.
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Task
01 Procurement
02 –
Pre-Construction
Total

SGM Labor
Hours
159
37
196

Proposed Fee Breakdown
SGM Labor
Reimbursable
Fees
Expenses
$20,200
$150
$4,750
$24,950

Subconsultant
Fees

Total
Fees

$6,900

$27,250

$100

$900

$5,750

$250

$7,800

$33,000

Changes in scope requested by the Town or due to circumstances beyond SGM’s control may require
additional budget. SGM will bring any out-of-scope efforts to the Town’s attention as they arise and seek
authorization to proceed in advance of performing out-of-scope tasks.
SCHEDULE
SGM anticipates the following completion timeline for this effort:
Receive a notice to proceed for CMAR approach from Town

June 27, 2017

Complete CMAR RFP and begin advertisement/solicitation period

Aug. 3, 2017

Conduct pre-bid meeting/site walkthrough

Aug. 14, 2017

Receive CMAR proposals (including construction cost GMPs)*

Sep. 8, 2017

Complete review and evaluation of CMAR proposals

Sep. 22, 2017

Complete CMAR interviews and recommend selected CMAR firm

Sep. 29, 2017

Complete Pre-Construction phase services (evaluation of VE items)

Oct. 27, 2017

*As of this date, the Town would be able to have a significant increase in confidence in the anticipated
cost of construction of the LBWTP.

If we receive a Notice to Proceed prior to June 27, 2017, the dates above will be able to be moved up.
We look forward to the opportunity to discuss this proposal with you further as needed. Please do not
hesitate to call me at 970-384-9051 with any questions you may have. If the Town elects to go forward
with this work, please complete the signature block on the following page and return an executed copy of
this to me as SGM’s Notice to Proceed and the Town’s agreement to engage SGM to provide the
services outlined above for the proposed fees.
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Sincerely,
SGM

Warren Swanson, PE
LBWTP Project Principal In-Charge
SGM President

Agreed to and Accepted by:
TOWN OF EAGLE

Signed:

_____________________________

Printed Name:

_____________________________

Title:

_____________________________
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